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	Most programming books are about as exciting as Bill Gates' left ear. But with this latest eye-opening release, technology author Karl Moore shows it doesn't have to be quite so dull and uninspiring. Split into eight dynamic parts, Karl Moore's Visual Basic .Net covers every key area of real-life computer developmentand promises to turn even newbie programmers into Vb .Net wizards, quicker than anyone else. It's a perfect tutorial guide for those learning Vb .Net from scratch or moving from Vb6.


	Karl Moore's Visual Basic .Net: The Tutorials consists of a number of key tutorials, each dealing with a specific, "real-life" area of programming. The tutorials are broken down into easily digestible 10-page installments, with an accompanying Faq and review sheet at the close. Numerous "top tips" are also distributed throughout the texts to aid understanding.
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Data Integration Blueprint and Modeling: Techniques for a Scalable and Sustainable ArchitectureIBM Press, 2011

	Making Data Integration Work: How to Systematically Reduce Cost, Improve Quality, and Enhance Effectiveness


	 


	Today’s enterprises are investing massive resources in data integration. Many possess thousands of point-to-point data...
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Century of Graphic Design, A: Graphic Design Pioneers of the 20th CenturyMitchell Beazley, 2001
The twentieth century was a landmark era in graphic design, the art that combines words with graphic images on posters, book and magazine covers, record jackets, billboards, and other print advertising and publicity media. This visually magnificent and factually informative volume tells the story of graphic design, then gives separate illustrated...
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Oracle PL/SQL ProgrammingO'Reilly, 1997
Thousands of application developers and database administrators around the world use software provided by Oracle Corporation to build complex systems that manage vast quantities of data. At the heart of much of Oracle's software is PL/SQL -- a programming language that provides procedural extensions to the SQL relational...
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Operative MicrosurgeryMcGraw-Hill, 2015

	MASTER COMMON AND DIFFICULT MICROSURGERY PROCEDURES WITH STEP-BY-STEP, ILLUSTRATED GUIDANCE


	More than 2,000 full-color photographs and illustrations!


	Operative Microsurgery is a practical, full-color procedural guide that focuses on microsurgery of the upper and lower limbs, nerves and brachial plexus,...
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The Freelancer's Bible: Everything You Need to Know to Have the Career of Your DreamsOn Your TermsWorkman Publishing Company, 2012

	
		Amazingly, one-third of the American workforce is freelanceâ€•that’s 42 million people who have to wrestle with not just doing the work, but finding the work, then getting paid for the work, plus health care, taxes, setting up an office, marketing, and so on. Now help is here, and consultants, independent contractors, the...
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Storage Networking Protocol FundamentalsCisco Press, 2006
A concise introduction to storage networking protocols

Introduces network administrators to the requirements of  storage protocols

Compares and contrasts the basic functionality of Ethernet, IP,  and Fibre Channel

The Fundamental series from Cisco Press...
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